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The modern man has good intentionsâ€”all he lacks are the tools to turn them into gentlemanly

action. This illustrated reference guide instructs and informs readers on the subtle art of being a

contemporary gentleman by incorporating both traditional and modern practices, bringing the classic

idea of gentlemanliness forward into the 21st century. As stylish and as dapper as its readers will

become, this book offers action-oriented guidance on a range of subjects, including advice on

managing social networks, choosing the right suit silhouette, fostering the art of conversation,

hosting a successful party, mixing a signature cocktail, working out like a Navy SEAL, developing

creativity, and much more. With wit and humor, The Forgetful Gentleman offers the necessary

encouragement to help any modern man become the best gentleman he can be.
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Nathan Tan is the CEO of Forgetful Gentleman, a men's stationery and accessories line launched in

2009. He lives in New York City.

I ordered this book for my son for Christmas. He loves this book and said he would highly

recommend it to others. I started to read this book before I gave it to him and I thought it was

fantastic. I would highly recommend this to any man, especially young men or single men. This

gives a lot of extremely good advise and instructions about how to manage your life and

recommendations on essential items to own. Get this book...you won't regret it.



I learned a lot of useful things from this book; it is education in the truest sense of the word, a book

that can increase the knowledge of any man on useful and utilitarian endeavors whether he be

young or old.

I loved the quick and succinct read. A book every gentleman should own, read, and re-read on a

regular frequency.

Excellent Book by Nathan Tan, Includes vast and random information for todays gentlemen,

definitely worth a read! I have already personally recommended it to several friends.

Easy read and good reminder of what we should all be doing on a daily basis in our lives today.

I recently had the chance to read The Forgetful Gentleman: Thirty Ways to Turn Good Intentions

into Action and the book really left a mark. I found myself ironing my shirts differently, shining my

shoes differently, and discovered I needn't make excuses for things I should know how to do, but

don't. The book does a great job inspiring those who want to become more gentlemanly, but don't

exactly know where to start--this is your starting point. With tips and tricks and quotations from great

thinkers alike, I truly enjoyed this book. Criticism of the modern man, positively reinforced with

assertive, but assuring and insuring ways to become a better person; The Forgetful Gentleman is a

must read! Pick up a copy today and begin turning your good intentions into action.

I had been stopping into a book store quite often and they had this book up near the register. I

always enjoyed paging through and reading the various chapters. I finally just bought it and have

been really enjoying reading it. The book covers a really wide range of lessons on how a gentlemen

acts, what he should know, virtues to live by..etc. Its a great book that I will refer back to often. I will

be giving it to all my close guy friends this Christmas as well. It's a quality made book too. Highly

recommended!

I found this book to be quite useful as it touches on a broad range of topics pertinent to the modern

man's life. There were one or section I felt could have been fleshed out a bit more, but all in all this

is a great guidebook for gentlemen. I highly recommend giving this book as a gift to young men

getting ready to graduate from high school or college.
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